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largest toe with an 
Imperial Eagle 
Underneath.)

SMALL TOE
PISTONS

(Cut to required length) TOE PISTON PART1

TOE PISTON PART 2
Cut to required length)

REAR TOE JOINT

ASSEMBLY OPTIONS
Cut all pistons to required length depending on foot position.

NOTE: It can be useful to support the sole of the foot 
in the position required when building the toes.

PISTONS

Illustrated above are the various types of pistons and piston sleeves
used to construct the legs of the Titan.  The pieces are shown as

supplied with the casting gates. You will need to cut off these gates.
It is recommended that you identify each piece before assembly. You

will need to trim each piston to achieve the desired pose for your 
model. 

TOE PISTON
X6 ANKLE PISTON

X10

THIGH PISTON
X2 KNEE PISTON

X2

HIP PISTON
X6

BUILDING AND PAINTING THE MODEL
The Warhound Titan is a complicated model kit. For best results we recommend to take your time to
assemble it. Besides the tools you would normally need to assemble plastic or metal models you will 

need  the following: a razor saw, several different grades of sandpaper or sanding pads, a set of files
and modelling clippers. Of course you will also need some glue. Citadel Super Glue will work perfectly.

It is possible to assemble your model in an almost limitless choice of poses.To achieve the desired 
pose we recommend dry fitting each assembly before gluing.

It may be easier to paint the model before certain parts such as the leg armour plates are assembled.
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